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Recap: 

The work before the start of 11th weekly period was concentrated on the setup of JavaScript API. JS 

client was programmed and requested the data for an entire month selected by the user, from the 

Arduino. Arduino web server was also successfully programmed to respond to the requests from the JS 

client. But there were some problems which were taken care of in the 11th weekly period. 

Status Now: 

After the user interacted with the JS client to display the sensor data for a particular month, client sent 

the corresponding requests to Arduino Web Server which replied with the adequate information in a 

JSON formatted way as shown below: 

 

But the JS client was not able to display the data. After looking for potential faults from head to the tail, 

it came out that we were missing one of the compulsory attribute parameter ObjectID mentioned 

above. Adding the ObjectID parameter worked out for us but not completely, as JS client was displaying 

the sent data only when we supplied the coordinates in metres (the x and y parameters mentioned 

above). It was known that changing the Wkid parameter in the spatial reference to 4326 instead of 

default 102100 (for metres) made client ready to accept the coordinates in degrees but still JS client was 

reluctant to display the received data. After reporting the problem to Arne, he found out that the 



basemap we were using was not designed for wkid 4326. Therefore, changing the basemap to the one 

ready for 4326 spatial reference i.e. displaying the coordinate information transmitted in meters solved 

the problem completely.  

http://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/NGS_Topo_US_2D/MapServe

r 

 

With the accomplishment of above, JavaScript API and JSON response seemed good for the moment. 

Following this, a chat was held with Arne and Dustin towards the end of week and it was decided to 

program Arduino for the AutoUpdate. Raw Data to be sent to the client was taken from the log files. 

Uptill now, fresh data was added to the log files by user prompt through a URL request ../../update. 

Upon receiving this, Arduino took the readings of sensor, date, time, coordinates and added to the log 

file as a new line. But it was considered desirable to update the data every 30 minutes or an hour 

automatically. For this reason, an AutoUpdate module was programmed which was called as per the 

update period. AutoUpdate module is not in use at the moment. Reason being that TinyGPS library is 

not able to parse the strings sent by GPS module and all the necessary info like date, time and 

coordinates necessary for update are taken form GPS. 

Earlier there were only 2 log files S1 and S2, which stored the entire data for sensor1 and sensor2 

respectively. As an improvement, data for all the sensors was stored in a single file differentiated by the 

month which facilitated fast delivery of KML and JSON response to the client. For ex: all the data for 

June 2005 was stored in 6-2005 and for July 2005 was stored in 7-2005. 

http://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/NGS_Topo_US_2D/MapServer
http://services.arcgisonline.com/ArcGIS/rest/services/NGS_Topo_US_2D/MapServer


Next Task: 

The primary task is to get the AutoUpdate module fully functional by fixing for tinyGPS. Also, the code 

needs to be documented for the test run in Germany.  


